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The Journal’s Purpose 
The Journal of Health & Life Sciences Law is an electronic publication. Each issue 
contains in-depth, professionally reviewed articles for intermediate and advanced health 
lawyers. Submissions should be well researched and thoroughly referenced, providing an 
in-depth and balanced treatment of the topic. Each article will address a matter of current 
interest and be of practical import to readers. 
 
Call for Authors 
AHLA encourages attorneys and others with expertise in the area of health and life 
sciences law to consider submitting a manuscript. If your office has recently prepared a 
substantial legal memorandum, brief, or presentation on a health care legal topic of 
current interest, consider further developing your work into a submission. AHLA’s 
Journal editors welcome prospective authors to enlist colleagues as co-authors who will 
share the work. AHLA’s editors will work with you to develop a topic of interest. Submit 
a proposal or idea at any time. 

 
Copyright 
When you submit an article, please advise AHLA’s Journal editors if you have submitted 
your article (or any earlier version of it) to other publications, conferences, websites, or 
outlets. Articles submitted exclusively to the Journal will be given preference in the 
selection process. If your article is accepted for publication, the editors will ask you to 
execute a copyright release to AHLA. AHLA generally grants permissions to reprint 
articles for educational purposes. If you use the article for general educational purposes 
(e.g., speaking engagements), you must ensure that reproductions of your article properly 
reflect AHLA’s copyright, as specified in the release. 

 
AHLA will provide authors with .pdfs of their final published articles. This .pdf 
may be shared with up to 25 clients via email. Articles may be posted online with 
permission from AHLA. The Journal is available to all AHLA members, paying 
subscribers, and on Lexis and Westlaw. 

 
Article Submissions and Acceptance 
The AHLA Journal welcomes unsolicited articles at any time. The Journal publishes 
four types of articles: Featured Articles, Notes and Comments, Brief Insights, and 
Practice Resources (see page 3). The editors will acknowledge receipt of your article 
and consider incorporating them into the professional review process for the next 
available issue (issues are published October, February, and June). 
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The editors, in conjunction with the Journal’s Editorial Board, have the discretion to 
accept or reject articles based on an article’s merit, the need for information on the topic, 
the mix of articles within a particular issue, and other factors. The editors may accept an 
article for publication on the basis of the initial submission, but more commonly make a 
decision after the author has revised the submission following professional review. The 
Journal does not compensate authors. 
 
Professional Review 
AHLA’s Journal editors and at least one additional attorney closely review article 
manuscripts and typically offer extensive comments on both the substance and form 
of the submission. The editors return the reviewers’ comments to the author and 
request revisions. If the author decides to revise, a timetable for revisions will be 
agreed upon, depending on the scope of changes requested, the author’s availability, 
and the production schedule. 

 
Editing 
After the author has revised the article and it has been accepted for publication, a 
citation editor verifies and formats the citations and a copyeditor edits the manuscript. 
The author will have the opportunity to review the edited article and will be asked to 
answer queries arising from the editing process. Due to time constraints, Journal 
authors do not review page proofs. Production takes approximately two months. 

 
Manuscript Preparation 
• Submit manuscripts in Microsoft Word 
• Include the text of the article and footnotes in a single file 
• Include an abstract (250 words or less), introduction, and conclusion 
• Include author profiles for each co-author (150 words or less) 
• Credit any sources of payment (grants, etc.) that funded the article 
• Where applicable, include practical tools referenced in the article, such as sample 

contracts, model policies, checklists, and forms. These materials will be reformatted 
and can be generalized to remove any identifying information. 

 
General Style Guidelines 
• Provide complete references throughout the article 
• Number footnotes consecutively, from the beginning of the article to the end 
• Generally conform citations to The Bluebook: A Uniform System of Citation 
• Wherever possible, incorporate explanatory text and quotations into the text of the 

article, rather than footnotes 
• Avoid the use of “supra” (Citation editor will convert full citations to short 

citation forms) 
• Cite to official reporters or media neutral docket numbers, not Westlaw or Lexis 
• Provide web addresses where direct access would be useful to readers 
• Write in active voice 
• Use subtitles to clearly describe distinct discussion points (Top two levels of 

headings will form a digitally-linked table of contents) 
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Types of Journal Articles 
Featured Articles are approximately 5,000-10,000 words in length. It is a lengthy and 
comprehensive treatment of a health law issue that directly impacts one’s legal 
practice. The Featured Article must have a practical application and provide practical 
takeaways for the intermediate to advanced health law attorney. In short, it is heavy 
on legal analysis and practical application. 
 
Notes & Comments are longer articles of 4,000-8,000 words. The issues being addressed 
are more grounded in existing law and the author has room to share a “stronger point of 
view” than would be allowed in a Featured Article (more about the Featured Article 
below). Despite this allowance, the author cannot be argumentative and must still address 
the other side(s). A Note or Comment is less editorial in style than a Brief Insight and 
provides deeper legal analysis. Like the Brief Insight, a Note or Comment can be 
authored by seasoned health law attorneys who have been practicing health law for years, 
or they also can be authored by law students who self-submit or have been recommended 
by their law school professor(s). A student Note or Comment may be re-worked into a 
Brief Insight if it is lacking the practical aspect that the Journal aims to provide.  
 
Practice Resources are generally 4,000-8,000 words in length. The Practice Resource 
focuses less on the legal analysis of a health law issue and provides more in terms of 
practical application. It provides enough information about the issue to help the reader 
understand the issue, but instead of providing a lengthy and comprehensive legal 
analysis, the Practice Resource addresses those issues through practical tools like 
checklists, sample contract clauses, charts/flowcharts, best practices, informational 
graphics, etc. 
 
Brief Insights are short essays of approximately 1,000-2,000 words that reflects on an 
emerging health law topic, an unsettled area of law, or ongoing debate. As such, the Brief 
Insight allows for more commentary and an “editorial tone” by the author. They can be 
authored by seasoned health law attorneys who have been practicing health law for years, 
or they also can be authored by law students who self-submit or have been recommended 
by their law school professor(s).  
 
Inquiries 
Please contact: 

 
Katherine Miller 
Senior Legal Editor, Member Publications & Resources 
(202) 833-0787 or kmiller@healthlawyers.org 
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